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About This Content

Nightside Original Soundtrack featuring twenty atmospheric tracks by musicians Bogdan Alexandrescu and Daniel Hollender.
Full tracklist below:

01. Into Darkness
02. Green Ice

03. Mothership
04. Mastermind
05. The Nova
06. The YX
07. Fortress

08. Warpillar
09. Explorers

10. On The Nightside
11. Moth
12. Quad

13. The Noxx
14. Zenith

15. Predator
16. Core

17. Dominator
18. Navigator
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19. Seeker
20. Consumer
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Yet another wave shooter.... but this is a really great one. I find that my aim is more accurate without looking down the sights
than in a lot of other Vive games. I'm not sure if they're doing something differently with this one to make it feel more natural,
but I love the feel of shooting in it.

It's got quite a bit of variety too. A skill mode to see how fast you can kill the zombies, survival mode, and a bunch of different
levels.

I actually like the 2d zombie cutouts too, as it gives the opportunity for some guns to penetrate through a handful of zombies at
once, and others only kill one at a time.. On prend un tower defense on y ajoute des éléments de gameplay propre à Team
Fortress 2 y comprit le coté "stylisé" et on obtient l'un des meilleurs titres.

Deux camps s'opposent, le but est de détruire la "Money-Ball" de ses adversaires, qui se situe au sein de leur base.
Vous contrôlez un personnage, choisi parmi 6 classes et qui doit à la fois repousser les assauts des ennemis et attaquer leur base.

Des vagues d'unités contrôlées par la machine sont là pour vous aider et vous pouvez également placer des tourelles défensives.

En réalité il s'agit d'un tower defence ce voulant dynamique ce qui est plutôt un bon point pour ces jeux où l'on est souvent
spectateur, mais en regardant de plus près on peu ce rendre compte qu'il vaut vraiment le détours.

16/20

Mon profil Curateur Steam, abonne-toi pour soutenir mon travail :) 
-------------------------------------------
Retrouve moi sur Twitch.

Streamer de jeux indépendants et de retrogaming ! Sur ma chaîne, tu verras une grande diversité de jeux vidéo et de contenus !

Chaine Twitch[www.twitch.tv]

-------------------------------------------

Retrouver mes vidéos sur Youtube.

Abonne-toi pour les rediffusions & bien d’autres vidéos !

Chaine Youtube . Warning Contains Spoilers Proceed At Your Own Risk: Meh, is this game I'm about part three and I'm
writing the review as I'm playing this game. Not as great as the original so far, but still pretty good. So I'm figuring you've
already played 1 if you're reading the review for 2. Have you? No? Too bad I'm telling spoilers for the first game anyways. So as
the competition started in this weird reality tv show thing. My character imported from the last game and named Metal Man a
comic I made on this comic website before I took writing classes. I was with my lover Black Magic and we were gonna do this
together. The first challenges were easy, I recklessly went through them in a flash. As it went on though they got harder and I
met new heroes along the way, and I met a long lost girlfriend from hero camp, which her name will be disclosed do to the evil
called spoliers. So basically I was still heads over heels with Black Magic, so I said "Get out da' way b*tch" at the time. Than I
actually started to have feelings for her and Black Magic at the same time I was torn and not knowing what to do, I had also just
made an alliance with two beginner heroes. Not knowing how the f*ck the voting system worked i thought giving them votes
would help them stay on the show and helping these young aspiring heroes become stars or a vigilante like me. I accidentally
voted one off and the other had a vendetta for me basically, I really felt bad and did the other challenges which were getting
harder from me not focusing and the guilt overwhelming me as the next elimination sequence was coming. What the f*ck do I
do? Black Magic my love says I have to vote childhood girlfriend off, or she'll break up with me. Then childhood girlfriend is
like "Don't abandon me a**hole remember me? I was your first kiss." Of course I remember your a** you were my first kiss. I
was given an option to vote off both, childhood girlfirend, or Black Magic. I was litterally sweating what was I going to do, I
knew Black Magic so well and my character loved her, but childhood girlfriend was also very dear to his heart with him
knowing her since childhood. So I came to the decision to boot off childhood girlfriend. After that I was strucken withe more
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guilt. Taking off beginners left and right, like they were babies it didn't feel right. I spent the rest of the night with Black Magic
with something ringing in my mind. "Did I make the right choice?" I was also put in chrage of multiple heroes in the group I
chose when I eliminated my first beginner. I took down multple heroes on tema two using tactics including Black Magic and
another guy with metal bending or whatever the f*ck power it was. I was then pressured to use steroids so I said f*ck no.
Apparently that b*tch Jessica from the last game dressed up in a costume and litterally turned full bada** for no literal reason.
No training, it was only a year or two after the first game... so yeah, the game kinda pulled "She's a bada** now, so just deal
with it." So I was like okay and jacked off for a lot of the other sections of the game until a decision came. Do I rat out Jenny
because she's undercover (It's okay because none of you know her name so it's no spoiler, well it kinda is. Bah, f*ck it.) or do I
stick up for her and be a "good friend." By giving up all my hopes and dreams. So I make the obvious choice of not being a
tattletale because we're totally in first f*cking grade and I've been eliminated from the competition. So uh yeah. Kinda f*cked
up there. Did it ever occur to you that I'm a swearaholic? So I still lve wth my grandma for now with my me thingy named
Winston. Than dun-dun-dun somebodies elected president that is bad, seriously just guess, I won't say his name but if your not
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ or have short term memory loss you'll know. Also have I mentioned my character has been going insane lately, it
should be obvious. But I'm disgusted by his new found victory, so like a 2 year old who still doesn't have his apple juice I whine
about it. I also whine about how Black Magic is in a coma because this one a**hole as pissy fit on the battlefield. But as my
character slowly turns evil and down this dark unsettling tunnel I decide I'm ready to move on from Black Magic for, she may
never wake up from this coma. I then see Jenny and along with the five other winners win leaving a pit of regret in my stomach,
wishing I could be the one in first place not her, but sadly I sacrificed everything to help the b*tch who had no powers. So I'm
forced away to a concentration camp for infi-powered people by Mr. President, it's also mandatory. They might as well start
calling us Jews. So I have a pissy fit myself and destroy the machine myself starting to realize how different I've become since
this all began, how I used to pretend to be some sort of Batman, but now I'm starting to look more like this moral sponge which
soaks up his own morals and others and spits them out as he abides to no laws modern men will give him. For I am a sponge,
designed to soak up oragnge juice and be rubbed against someone's a** cheeks. Jenny was right the beautiful b*stard The Hero
Project was in cahoots with infi haters, with it's crosshairs on me. For now, I must stand and fight. For now I must rebel. I must
take off this villain mask I think I've been becoming, and show my real face, a bigger and better vigilante. Wintry, Summit,
Stage Show, Rebellion, Judy, and Inherit are all coming to take me down, luckily I have Jenny on my side. 2v7, bring it on. I
take out the guards and suddenly fumble and childhood girlfriend appear to help me? They say they're on my side so I'm like,
maybe I can hook up with Lucky after all and now it's a 4v7 fight, again bring it on. After taking down all but 1 and that is
Rexford, which appeared from nowhere he shoots an enegery blast the dampens powers, afraid that Jenny could die from the
blast I must be a hero, I jump in front of the blast dampening my infini powers in the process. Everything goes white and I
resume the story a while later, my powers weakened but not taken away, and it could be permanent, but I'm guessing it won't.
I'm seen as a vigilante icon around the world just how I like it. But that doesn't mean my journey's over. Oh no, I still have the
Victon's to worry about. For we're at war.. Less than two hours of gameplay and no replay value...not worth it at any price!.
Game is very incomplete. The notepad paper that tells you controls keeps falling. Cannot invite people for multiplayer. Steering
to sensitive.. An alternate universe where people actually help one another. It is different than a normal RTS like starcraft or
what not, but it is a very fun game and I enjoy the ability to command my troops by voice command. Also graphics are
excellent.. I give both of my thumbs up for this detailed and historicaly plausible and immersive game. Negative reviews for it
are motly not justified. Note that I bought the game at first directly from Slitherine so my played hours are higher then the ones
logged on Steam.

Game puts you into the ancient generals boots and immerses you within the obstacles and opportunites those strategos faced and
you start to really see how other such games really lack many realistic layers that AJE provides.

The basic premise of the game is that you chose any of the many available campaigns (some are rather short played on smaller
map theaters, some are epic time and space-wise), pick a faction (each comes with it's historical challenges it faced back then),
and then you are taken to the map. You need to then superwise what army assets you have available, what units and where you
can train them, how long it will take them to train and become useful militaristic asset, how good your generals are, what traits
they have, what map regions you own, how many cities you have, how well defended they are, how the supply picture is, where
would be best to attack/establish defensive perimeters, where your enemie's army is. You also pick which political decisions and
map cards you will use this turn (and reap rewards or misfortunes next turn or later down the timeline). You plot where you
want your armies to go and in what combat stance, etc, etc.

When your brilliant strategical thinking is done, you press on the next turn button and wait as the next 30 days, that the turn
constitutes, resolve. In this time you have no direct control over your army. Things happen, many things. When next turn arrives
you continue with the previous process anew but of course you don't have to re-evaluate everything, just what matters in the
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given situation according to events that took place in those 30 days that just passed. In order to better understand what was going
on while you were waiting for the turn to resolve you ALWAYS need to check the game's log and see what traspired and then
plot army movements, political decisions and whatnot for the next turn. So the most gametime you spend plotting for the next
game turn, then you await for the next 30 days to resolve, read the game's log, plot again, go with the next turn and rince and
repeat until you are victorious/defeated.

I had Alea jacta Est some time (I own all DLC's for it) but had a hard time getting into it due to so much information one needs
to understand to play it well. I knew based on what I read that it is THE ancient strategy warfare game to play. It was my first
AGEOD game so naturally I had no previous basic knowledge of the games mechanics. At first I was quite cluessly moving my
armies around the map not knowing which is stronger then others, which traits each has, picked political decisions just to
observe how much they would influence the situaton without neccessarly deciding to go with certain decisions only when the
timing was right for them, etc., I was pressing the next turn button a lot without reading the game's log of what event's happened
and thus not understanding what really transpired and what was going. 'Cos I didn't understand much of what the game threw at
me I got frustrated and dropped the game but there was always this itch for more so I returned to it time and again.

In-game tutorial is simply not enough because it ommits many aspects of the game and especially it leaves you fully in the dark
when it comes to strategical choices you must made as a leader of your faction. There is this guy Charles Cummings who made
Alea Jacta Est Tutorials on Youtube for every aspect of the game's many layers but I was struggling to watch him mumble his
way across many game mechanics (sorry Charles, you did your best to help, I know). Best way to learn the ropes with the game
if you are a beginner is to watch a Let's Play videos from someone who knows his trade around the game and also explains what
he is doing and why. Watch him play some turns of the game and then fire up the game, play the same scenario that he does and
that is what made me finally grasp the whole thing. Keep the game manual open in the back and return to it while you play to
clear out the things that are not understood. Included guide is quite good and defenitely helps but reading it from start to end and
then trying to play the game is probbaly a no go since there is so much information one needs to remember.

I still am not fully knowledgable on some aspects but base is covered and now I can fully enjoy the game and appreciate it's
amazing historical detail.

What kept me off of this game at first was a problem the game's old directx8 engine has with a certain hardware/drivers combo
where if you play with the borders shown on the physical map the map scrolling comes to a virtual standstill so I now only play
with this option turned off. It's not ideal but switching back and forth the different maplayers helps. It is not exactly known what
hardware/drivers combo creates this issue (developers are in the dark here) so it is a bit of a gamble if you will be hit with the
issue too or not but again, it is not a game breaker at all.

OK, I think this should be enough info for you to decide, strategos. :D
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I believe that I am the first person to purchase and play this game on Steam. After spending about a half hour and getting to
level 7 or so, I exited the game to take a break, only to return and find that my progress was not saved and that I had to start
again. I'm unsure whether this is my own fault or the game's, but I am left too worn out to redo all of the levels I had done
before and keep going, considering the game's difficulty.

I enjoyed the aspect of fast-paced motion and quick decision making regarding where to go while being chased by the guard,
but I found the guard to be far too fast and smooth in its movement compared to the player's sluggish sliding along that often
gets caught on walls. Therefore, the game seemed to be less about the reflexes, as I had hoped it to be, and more about
memorizing the enemy's set patterns and executing your movements based on it, which proved to be rather tedious.

I give the game a positive review only for the sake of increasing its publicity and not throwing it under the enormous mountain
of indie Steam games that were crushed by a single negative player, as I think the game has potential, especially when priced at a
measly sixty cents at the moment. However, I think that a saving system is required, and that the guard should be slowed down a
fair bit, so as to give the player more time to react to its movements, rather than having to learn them.. True Fear is a hidden
object, horror point and click game. Your character goes to an insane asylum to find your sister, only to find the place
abandoned and somewhat haunted as you search for clues to the whereabouts of your sister. Very good challenging puzzles,
hints, good storyline, collectibles, clues, and suspenseful music. if you love hidden object games, True Fear should be in your
collection. 10/10. Excellent game.. Freaking scary! I was legitamately shaking after my first video on it!. Just finished the first
chapter and i must say i really enjoyed playing it!
I was playing it with an xbox360 controller and i felt so comfortable with it while moving those blocks around.
  -> may add official controller support (; ?
overall 8/10 would recommend it to my puzzle amused friends.

Best Regards
Kyusung. Lots of nice looking buildings but most of the doors don't line up with a square.
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